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Abstract—Working with large scale microservice based 
applications may be hard to maintain and control. The services 
in those applications must be isolated from each other and they 
must work in harmony. There must be an intelligent transaction 
management system to implement this kind of collaborative 
work of microservices. There are  two main methodologies for 
transaction management, namely Two Phase Commit (2PC) and 
Saga pattern. There are two phases in 2PC that prepare  phase 
and commit phase. In Saga pattern, there are two ways of 
implementing Saga pattern; choreography based, and 
orchestration based. When there is a problem in the whole 
transaction, controlling the rollback scenario may be hard 
because each microservice has its own rollout and rollback 
solutions in both ways of Saga pattern. If we separate the 
rollback system from the microservices, we might have simpler 
microservices and  microservices that can run in parallel. So 
whole system works safer and faster. In this work we focus on 
parallel execution of microservices with separate rollback 
system that controls the whole application in error condition. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Microservices have become very popular for developing 

complex and large systems. Many companies like Amazon, 
Netflix use microservices to develop their services because of 
its benefits [1]. The applications that use microservices 
become fault tolerant. Also, deploying inner services becomes 
easier than monolithic architecture because there are separated 
and inner microservices that can be deployed independently 
[2, 3]].  

Although microservice architecture brings many benefits, 
it has some challenges to handle. For example, maintaining 
data consistency is harder than monolithic architecture. 
Because there is only single application on monolithic 
architecture therefore data flow can be easily handled. On the 
other hand, controlling data consistency becomes harder for 
the whole application because there are many inner 
microservices [4]. Two-phase commit (2PC) and Saga pattern 
handle this data inconsistency problem for microservices [5]. 
In 2PC, the whole transaction must be done in one ACID 
transaction [6]. Saga pattern controls data transaction across 
the microservices and maintains data consistency by 
publishing messages between microservices that trigger next 
transaction [7]. 

If we need a cloud ready, fault tolerant system, we need to 
address the data consistency problem. Otherwise, the system 
cannot be used properly and there may be unrecoverable 

conditions in production systems. 2PC and Saga pattern help 
users handle this challenge in building services and systems. 

In this work, we will explain the basics of transaction 
management like atomic commit protocols (ACP), ACID 
principles and explain 2PC and Saga patterns. We will also 
focus on implementing a new way of transaction controlling 
mechanism in Saga pattern.  

II. BACKGROUND 

A. Two Phase Commit (2PC) 
Controlling of a transaction in a system that uses many 

microservices is getting harder when the number of 
microservices increases. The ACP ensures that atomicity 
property of a transaction is satisfied in a system. 2PC is one of 
ACP and it is the base for all other ACPs [8]. 

ACID is a set of properties that guarantee the reliability of 
a transaction. ACID stands for atomicity, isolation, 
consistency, and durability which are defined below [9]. 

1. Atomicity means data consistency. When updating 
multiple databases, all database update transactions 
are either executed successfully or not. 

2. Consistency refers to  data integrity. The system 
should be in consistent state whether a transaction is 
successful or not. 

3. Isolation means independency of transactions. All 
transactions continue their flow without affecting  
each other. 

4. Durability means recoverability. When a transaction 
fails, all services must return to their previous states 
without any error. 

 There are prepare and commit phases in 2PC. There is a 
controller in 2PC that controls inner microservices. The 
controller of the other services sends a prepare request to 
inner microservices then waits for the acknowledgement from 
inner microservices. After that, the controller either sends a 
commit or reject (rollback) request to services [10]. “Fig. 1” 
represents 2PC transaction management. 
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Fig. 1. 2PC Transaction Management 

 Controller handles the data consistency management by 
making commit request after all services sends ready 
response. It waits on prepare phase to get a response from all 
services. If there is at least one error on prepare command, the 
whole transaction fails. However,  since there is no 
commitment on database, data consistency is still satisfied. 
Same as prepare phase, the controller sends commit command 
after all services are ready and waits for the 
acknowledgement. If there is an error on commit phase, there 
should be a rollback scenario to cover the error. 

 2PC tries to satisfy ACID principles, so 2PC provides a 
solution for data consistency. Also, there are some 
disadvantages of 2PC [7] [11]. The  advantages and 
disadvantages of 2PC are listed below. 

 Advantages, 

• Waiting for response of prepare and commit 
phases makes the whole system data consistent. 

• Controlling of a single unit provides ease of use. 

Disadvantages, 

• While controller waits for response of prepare 
and commit phases, the system locks so there 
might be performance problems. 

• If an error occurs on any of inner microservice on 
any phase, there must be a detailed rollback 
scenario. 

• Using only one controller can become single 
point of failure. 

B. Saga Pattern 
 Saga pattern is described as a series of operations to 
perform a business need and every process in a single service 
is processed one by one [12]. In Saga pattern,  many local 
transactions run in many services to achieve a unit of work. 
Every transaction may update an independent database and 
publish an event that contains the response either completed 
successfully or not. When a transaction fails, Saga pattern 
executes a series of rollback steps to undo the changes. 

 In Saga pattern, it is guaranteed that either whole operation 
completes successfully or in case of failure in a single 
transaction, a series of rollback steps are executed. So, 

regardless of  any errors , at the end of the process data 
consistency is satisfied [12]. 

 There are generally two approaches in Saga patterns; 
choreography and orchestration. In choreography approach, 
there is no need for any external controller to handle the whole 
process. However, in orchestration, there must be a controller 
to control the transaction management [7]. 

a. Choreography Approach 

 In this approach there is no need for any controller to 
handle transaction management because every service triggers 
its response to the queue. Every service starts its own process 
when previous service triggers a successful event to the queue. 
For instance, if  there is an error in the middle of a transaction 
between inner microservices, the service that has the failure, 
triggers an unsuccessful event to the queue, then, other 
services get the unsuccessful message from queue to start a 
rollback process and undo the changes and turn the system to 
its initial conditions [13]. 

 The main advantage of using choreography approach is 
not having a controller. In this approach every service is acts 
individually and takes care of its own data consistency. On the 
other hand, not using a controller may be a disadvantage, 
because data flow may be complicated. When debugging the 
system, it may be hard to follow the transactions between 
microservices. Fig. 2 represents a successful orchestration 
Saga approach diagram. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Successful Choreography Saga Approach 

 In Fig. 2 service A gets the initial request at step 1 and  
processes the data and sends the successful event to its queue 
at step 2. At that time, service B which subscribed to service 
A response queue, gets the successful event, and starts its 
process at step 3. Service B makes the process and sends the 
successful event to service B response queue at step 4. service 
A which subscribed to service B response queue, gets the 
successful event at step 5. Finally, service A responds by  
sending the final response to the user at step 6. Only two 
microservices are involved in all the steps listed above. As 
noted by the number of steps, , when the count of 
microservices increases, controlling the transaction flow gets  
more involved. 
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 In orchestration approach, because there is no controller 
that handles transaction management, first service may return 
the final response. In Fig. 2 service A gets the initial request 
and returns the final response. This solution may cause some 
undesirable conditions because service A takes the role of a 
contact point to the user. Instead, a response listener may be 
implemented to take care the contact point. 

b. Orchestration Approach 

 In orchestration approach, a controller service is used to 
control and manage the transaction flow. The main difference 
from choreography approach is the availability of the 
controller service [13]. A message queue is also used in this 
approach. The controller service sends the transaction to the 
queue and related inner microservice takes the message and 
processes its data and sends the response to the queue. 
Controller service takes the response and either continues to 
the process by sending a message to the queue or starts the 
rollback process. Fig. 3 represents a successful orchestration 
Saga approach. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Successful Orchestration Saga Approach 

 In Fig. 3 controller service gets the request from the user 
at step 1 and sends the request to service A using message 
queue at step 2. Then service A gets the requests, processes 
the request and responds back to the queue at step 3. 
Controller takes this response and if it is successful it triggers 
service B by sending the request to the queue at step 4. Service 
B gets the request, starts its process and then sends the 
response to the queue at step 5. Finally, controller sends back 
the final successful response to the user if all microservices 
have completed their processes successfully at step 6. If there 
is any error during this life cycle, controller starts a rollback 
process to satisfy data consistency. 

 Using one controller input point counts as an advantage, 
because only the user who interacts with the system knows the 
controller service. Also, inner microservices do not 
communicate with each other using message queue, instead, 
the controller service handles this communication. 
Additionally, debugging and tracing the data flow is easier in 
orchestration approach because developers follow only the 
controller service transaction flow. 

III. SEPARATED RESPONSE CONTROL SERVICE DESIGN 
Regardless of which pattern is used, a rollback scenario 

must be implemented to the system. The rollback scenario 
keeps the system consistent and fault tolerant. If we face an 
error during the communication of microservices or inside a 
microservice, we need to start a proper rollback scenario to 
turn back the system before to the state before the transactions 
started. So, in every step of the transaction, rollback scenarios 
may change since every step may be different when a 
transaction flows through the microservices.  

In choreography approach, when a microservice throws an 
error, it publishes the error response to the queue, then other 
microservices understand that there is an error in the system 
and rollback scenarios may be executed. As an example, let’s 
assume that there are 4 microservices in a system A, B, C, and 
D, which run respectively. When there is an error in 
microservice C, then A and B get the error response of C from 
the queue and execute the rollback scenario of their processes. 

In orchestration approach, the controller service gets the 
error response from any of the inner microservices and then 
cancels the remaining transactions and starts the rollback 
scenario for microservices that were running previously. If the 
rollback is successful for all microservices, the controller 
service responds back to the user that there was an error and 
the process was rolled back successfully. Handling, 
controlling, and debugging the rollback system is easier in 
orchestration approach than in the choreography approach 
Because there is one point of contact which is the controller. 

In this work we suggest a new approach that handles the 
rollback mechanism that is named response control service. In 
the Saga pattern, a microservice or a controller needs to apply 
the rollback, but we can add a new separated microservice that 
checks the error responses from the queue and applies the 
rollback scenario if there is any error. In Saga pattern, when 
an event comes from a user, all microservices run their 
processes respectively and wait for the request which starts the 
process. Even tough microservices execute asynchronously, 
microservices get their start trigger from the queue in an order. 
But when separated response control service is used, all 
microservices which are not dependent on each other, can start 
their processes at the same time. So, the system becomes 
faster. 

Response control service subscribes to all response 
messages from all microservices in a system. If all 
microservices complete their processes successfully, they 
publish their successful response messages to the queue with 
the same unique identifier and response control service 
understands that a transaction completed successfully and 
sends the successful response to the user or the queue. When 
an error occurs in the transaction flow, response control 
service gets the unsuccessful event and executes the rollback 
for microservices that need to be rolled back and triggers the 
unsuccessful response to the user. Because all transaction 
flows have the same unique identifier, response control 
service can control and manage the responses. Also, the 
system with separated response control service can be 
implemented on either choreography or orchestration 
approach. The only difference is the existence of rollback 
service. Fig. 4 represents a system with parallel executed 
microservices and separated response control service for 
handling unsuccessful response. 
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Fig. 4. Separated Response Control Service Design 

In Fig. 4, the system is triggered by executing service A 
and service B at step 1a and 1b. Service A completes its 
process successfully and sends successful message to the 
queue at step 2a. Service B completes its process 
unsuccessfully and sends unsuccessful message to the queue 
at step 2b. Response control service gets those messages from 
queue with same unique identifier at step 3. After that, 
response control service executes rollback steps for service A 
and sends a response ‘completed unsuccessfully’ message to 
the client or the queue.  

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 
Understanding the final response of a system which is built 

by many microservices may be hard especially using 
asynchronous event driven architecture. Because 
microservices start their individual processes and complete 
independently, we must check all microservices to see if it is 
completed successfully or not in the queue. However, using 
separated and independent response control service, the 
system automatically checks the queue for responses of 
microservices and decides if there must be a rollback or not. 
Also, microservices are isolated from rollback scenarios, so 
they only focus on completing their processes and consume 
less CPU and memory at the same time.  

On the other hand, there are some important points of 
using response control service. Response control service 
returns the system’s output instead of any microservice in the 
system to the client. So, if a client starts the system by 
triggering a microservice in choreography Saga pattern, the 
client will take response from response control service instead 

of the microservice that triggered. So, the client needs to know 
that responses will be checked from another queue or a 
service. Also, if parallel execution method is used, the 
microservices must be totally independent from each other. 
Because they run in parallel, they must not take an input from 
another process’s output. 

Finally, checking and controlling the system for any error 
is easier than using traditional Saga pattern rollback 
procedures. In Saga pattern, every microservice must handle 
its rollback steps. Even in the orchestration approach, the 
controller service only handles triggering unsuccessful events 
to start a rollback process for a service. Also, the systems with 
response control service will work more efficiently because 
microservices execute only their processes and not the 
rollbacks. 

Developing the response control service using a 
programming language and implementing to an existing 
choreography saga architecture system with high throughput 
may be the future work. Also making load test may be the 
future work. To see the performance difference between 
classic choreography saga architecture and response control 
service architecture, a load test with rollback scenarios may be 
implemented. Making the load test containing lots of error 
states will show the performance of the response control 
service. 
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